WHIRLPOOL® 4.5 CU. FT. CLOSET-DEPTH FRONT LOAD WASHER
WITH LOAD & GO™ DISPENSER

Dimensions: 38-3/4" (H) x 27" (W) x 31-9/16" (D)
Shown in White

How do you decide how much detergent to use with each load of laundry?

Whirlpool brand helps you care for your family with features like
LOAD & GO™ DISPENSER

Top 3 Features

- **LOAD & GO™ DISPENSER**
  Skip adding detergent to every load.

- **STEAM CLEAN OPTION**
  Help remove everyday stains.

- **PRESOAK OPTION**
  Help remove stains before you wash with the Presoak option.

DID YOU KNOW?

81% of consumers use liquid detergent. Customers will automatically have the right amount of detergent for each load with the Load & Go™ Dispenser.

NOTE: Some prototypes shown, production models may vary. Dimensions and specifications may change without notice in our effort to continuously innovate and improve. *Traqline 2016
With the machine plugged in, point out how easy it is to set the detergent concentration by holding the “soil” and “temperature” buttons down.

Let customers know that the dispenser holds enough detergent for up to 20 loads”.

An indicator on the console lets them know when it’s time to refill.

** Based on an 8-lb load.

(®/™ ©2019 Whirlpool. All rights reserved. All other trademarks are owned by their respective companies.)

MADE TO MATCH

Tell your customers how today’s washers and dryers are designed to complement each other in performance and capacity.

STEP DURESS CUSTOMERS UP TO BETTER STYLE & PERFORMANCE